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Portable 3-in-1 coffee maker with case 80W HiBREW H4A-premium

HiBREW H4A-premium portable 3-in-1 coffee maker NEW
Want to enjoy aromatic coffee no matter where you are? This is possible thanks to the HiBREW brand, which has created the HiBREW
H4A portable 3-in-1 coffee maker. The improved model is extremely handy and allows you to prepare ground coffee and with Nespresso
and Dolce Gusto capsules. The pressure of 15 bars guarantees a deep taste of the drink, moreover, the device allows you to adjust the
coffee extraction time and brewing temperature.  You'll  find an AC adapter,  USB cable and car charger included, as well  as a practical
case and a folding stand for the machine.
 
Your favorite beverage anywhere
Aromatic coffee on the go? Nothing easier! The portable coffee maker from HiBREW is lightweight (600 g) and handy, so you can easily
take it on vacation, on a camping trip or to work. With it you will save money and drink delicious coffee without visiting cafes in the city.
It comes with a practical case for safe, convenient transportation.
 
Excellent taste of coffee
The coffee maker is distinguished by a pressure of 15 bars, which translates into a deep, intense taste of your favorite drink. The device
also features a high-end heating element that guarantees even heat dispersion. As a result, you can enjoy efficient operation and short
coffee preparation time. Importantly, the machine also allows you to prepare coffee cold.
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Wide compatibility
With HiBREW almost nothing limits you - now you can easily prepare exactly the coffee you like. The 3-in-1 HiBREW H4A-premium NEW
coffee machine is compatible with Dolce Gusto and Nespresso capsules. It also allows you to brew ground coffee. Choose the beans you
use every day or try something new! At home, at work, on vacation - with HiBREW you will prepare your favorite coffee in almost any
situation.
 
Simple operation
Operation of the coffee maker is extremely simple. All you have to do is place the capsule or ground coffee in the appropriate place, then
fill the reservoir with water, connect the device to electricity and press the appropriate button. It is also possible to prepare hot coffee
using cold water. To do this, use the included AC adapter. You can also use a car charger. Note: when the device is connected via USB
cable, the heating function is not available - in this situation it is possible to brew coffee only with hot water.
 
Practical mug
You don't need to carry extra glasses with you. The coffee maker is equipped with a small mug, and it is made of high-quality material
that is also used for baby bottles. It does not contain harmful BPA and is safe for health. All this means that you can comfortably drink a
stimulating, aromatic espresso at almost any time.
 
Included
H4A portable espresso maker
Adapter for ground coffee
Adapter for Dolce Gusto capsules
Base and adapter for Nespresso capsules
USB cable
Car charger
AC adapter
Case
Folding stand
Mug
Manufacturer
HiBREW
Model
H4A
Pressure
15 bar
Rated power
80 W
Rated voltage
DC 12 V
Water tank capacity
60 ml
Dimensions
75 x 75 x 220 mm
Weight
600 g
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Preço:

€ 143.00

Pequenos eletrodomésticos, Coffee makers
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